Know About
the New Normal –

The Pragmatic
Digital
Transformation
Model for
Fintechs

The digital transformation age has arrived for businesses of
all types and sizes. The concept refers to businesses that use
advanced technology to better their core operational efficiencies,
business competencies, and, eventually, the customer experience.
Companies that tackle digital transformation in a timely and
organized manner might reap early growth benefits creating a
robust competitive market edge for them.
For contemporary businesses, there are various forces in play
that point to the necessity for a practical digital transformation
approach. First and foremost, the global economy is experiencing
a digital transition. A growing number of people do business
online, resulting in the development of new business models. For
contemporary businesses, there are various forces in play that point
to the necessity for a practical digital transformation approach.
First and foremost, the global economy is experiencing a digital
transition. A growing number of people do business online,
resulting in the development of new business models. Another
contributing reason is the increased usage of mobile devices.
With this, the banking sector has the chance to create new
products, services, and unique mobile applications to facilitate the
requirements of on-line users.

“The popularity of smartphones and mobile
devices has boosted the need for financial
solutions built for mobile platforms. And that
is where fintech outperforms classic financial
institutions.”
The popularity of smartphones and mobile devices has boosted
the need for financial solutions built for mobile platforms. And that
is where fintech outperforms classic financial institutions.
Finally, there is a growing need for financial goods and services.
Customers are increasingly more at ease with using technology to
manage their finances. Hence, they are looking for new methods
to save and generate income in the digital era. As an outcome,
fintech firms now have a chance to challenge older systems.
Now, contemporary fintech needs to analyze, assess, and prepare
a working roadmap ahead of attempting to create a pragmatic
digital transformation approach. From the inside out, fintech needs
to create a widespread aura of platformism, appreciating the
benefits it brings in embracing digital transformation.
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What is digital transformation?

The practice of reconsidering a business process or company
model in the context of the affordability and availability of digital
technologies is known as digital transformation. Because it
leverages emerging technologies to radically transform the way
business is done, it necessitates collaboration throughout the
entire organization.
To meet changing market and business requirements, digital
transformation turns out to be the process of utilizing stateof-the-art technologies to build new — or adapt current —
business culture, processes, and consumer experiences.
In essence, digital transformation is the redesigning of business
in the digital age. However, it is pivotal to bear in mind that
digital transformation is not at all a one-off embrace of digital
technologies. Instead, the phenomenon should be embraced
as the ideology of incessantly adapting and integrating newer
technologies in the business model to remain competitive, upto-date, and relevant in the market.
Some of the types of digital transformation include:

Process
Transformation

Business Model
Transformation

Domain
Transformation

Cultural/
Organization
Transformation

A Fintech enterprise may undertake digital transformation for a
variety of reasons. The most important reason, even so, is basic
economic sustenance. COVID-19 demonstrated the value of fast
adjustments to abrupt shifts, such as rapidly-changing consumer
needs, wants, preferences, time-to-market challenges, and
supply chain expectations.
With the growing interest in the adoption of novel technologies,
the need of investing in the digital transformation for Fintech
enterprises to redefine business practices, products, and
organizational norms has never been greater.
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Suitable Digital Transformation for Fintech Industry

Digital transformation varies considerably depending on the
industry, business challenges and needs. Fintech companies will,
however, be forced to adapt even more as technology evolves.
Thanks to Digital Processing Systems, Inc.’s (DPS) extensive
reach within the industry, customers seamlessly achieve the
digital transformation they seek. DPS harnesses research data
and years of experience to verify what works and what doesn’t
work for Fintech enterprises.
Following are some of the technologically-advanced avenues
leveraged by DPS to guarantee long-term success for players in
the Fintech industry.
Artificial intelligence (AI), big data, robotic process automation (RPA), and blockchain are some digital
avenues leveraged by fintech organizations to develop a workable digital transformation plan.

AI algorithms can give insight into customer spending patterns, helping financial organizations fully
understand their client base. Likewise, chatbots are another AI-powered technology that institutions
are beginning to embrace to assist with customer care.

Big data can forecast the links between market changes and client investments, allowing for the
development of innovative tactics, portfolios, and strategies, the development of marketing
campaigns, the strengthening of fraud detection, and the insight into consumer purchasing behaviour.

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a type of AI that concentrates on automating particular
repetitive processes. RPA assists in processing financial information such as accounts receivable and
payable more efficiently and frequently more precisely than the human procedure.

Blockchain is a revolutionary financial technology that has sparked considerable investment from
several corporations. Blockchain’s decentralized nature can negate the requirement for a third party
to conduct transactions.

Financial entities investing in digital transformation will reap the
benefits and achieve more success than those that do not. If
you’re ready to begin your change, you’ll be able to propel your
Fintech company to new heights.
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Re-evaluating Fintech Industry’s
Digital Transformation Practices
Developing a conceptual model for the evolution of FinTech, a vision
that highlights the links between its five important building pieces is
vital for re-evaluating the digital transformation strategies that have
been implemented in general.
Collaboration is the initial building component, and it is key to
the continued prosperity of FinTech. A FinTech is more likely to fail
if it does not form fruitful relationships to obtain knowledge and
exchange resources. To allow FinTech to flourish, scale up, and
internationalize, worldwide coordination of research, policy, and
regulation in financial services is required. There are various benefits
to strategic collaboration beyond international boundaries for
FinTechs with the aspiration and capacity to expand worldwide to
better satisfy the potential pain points and pitfalls of their consumers.
The second building component is the knowledge, experience, and
awareness that will allow FinTechs to satisfy regulatory standards. A
beneficial resource would be, policy and research activities aimed
at developing compliance tools and apps. Simultaneously, FinTechs
have significant consumer insights that will assist regulators, thus
dialogue should be bidirectional.
The third building component is economics and sustainability,
which acknowledges that FinTechs must deal with several crosscountry regulatory jurisdictions and agencies, which can be difficult
to traverse. If authorities could consolidate compliance regimes
across borders, the route for FinTechs would be made easier. Trust
is essential for achieving this harmonization and encouraging an
interactive and transparent atmosphere. Emerging FinTechs and
more established organizations may overcome the friction created by
a lack of trust by working on creating deeper partnerships that allow
them to overcome preconceptions about cybersecurity, data, and
innovation. Individual areas should promote safe experimentation
with unproven inventions, in addition to tougher international laws
enforced by higher levels of oversight.
The fourth building component is that of globalisation. When it
comes to scaling up, around 95% of FinTech companies fail. This
statistic is based on the fact that FinTechs are frequently reluctant
to function outside national and regional regulatory limitations,
and therefore struggle to reach clients at critical times. The finest
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advancement here is the usefulness of building a common library of
best practices, rules, and frameworks that would assist FinTechs in
learning from global knowledge.
Building a common ground with a set of pre-defined rules may
encourage Fintech scale up their digital transformation endeavors to
newer heights.
The final element refers to business model innovation and how to
reconcile the need to foster FinTech innovation while preserving
a regulatory framework that is sensitive to dangers that might
destabilize the economy.
The FinTech sector has become too broad to be allowed to collapse;
authorities must discover a mechanism to give it the attention it
deserves.
With a novel, cloud-based DXP-as-a-Service solution by Liferay,
Inc. DPS is integrating the technology with newer-made platforms,
allowing Fintech companies to create more innovative digital
experiences. DPS’s integration with Liferay Experience Cloud helps
organizations build, deploy, and optimize digital experiences for
sellers, suppliers, workers, and customers by using top-of-the-line
software solutions.
Low-code capabilities, personalization, commerce, analytics, account
management, and content management system, are all included in
the DPS solutions offered to Fintech players.
The push for Fintech businesses to apply digital changes fast to every
aspect of their business is transforming enterprise software. Software
as a Service (SaaS) has established a new benchmark for how rapidly
businesses can deploy actionable, result-oriented digital solutions to
their business.
However, SaaS is often closed down, with each client receiving the
exact match solution. DPS is delivering an exceptionally versatile
platform for bespoke solutions, topped with unmatched speed,
utility, and simplicity of as-a-service software.
Some worthy-of-mention highlights of the platform are:
•

Always Up-to-Date

•

Architectural Support

•	Developer Support

•	Guarantees Extensibility
and Flexibility

•	Provides EnterpriseGrade Security

•

•

Offers Auto-scaling

•	One Platform,
Numerous Benefits

Resilience

•	User Data Protection
Governance and
Regulations
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Business Profitability Prospects for Fintech Industry

Digital banking services have become more popular as a result of
growing customer demand and increased market competition.
The fast-shifting landscape allowed FinTech disruptors and startups to enter the market, introducing a variety of customer-focused
technologies and driving digital solutions to the forefront. As
a result of these developments, Digital Experience Platforms
(DXP) have become an important tool for Fintechs, assessing and
improving customer experience across all channels to improve
trust and loyalty levels.
One of the most straightforward ways for a Fintech firm to
improve profitability is to engage consumers. Such businesses
may create a customer portal using a powerful platform that will
engage and connect with consumers throughout their journey.
The following are some notable advantages:

Personalized
customer
experiences

Reduce internal
operational
costs

Simplify
purchasing
processes

When Fintech companies put their workers, advisors, and clients
at the core of their operations, they gain a competitive edge,
generating profitable results for all stakeholders. These financial
enterprises rely on industry expertise and disruptive technology
to help them create unforgettable digital experiences quickly.
Some benefits include:

Creating
quick value

Integrating
legacy
systems

Effective AI
adoption
mechanism
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Business Model Revitalization for Fintech Industry

Many reasons have lately hastened the digital revolution of the
Fintech services business. Although financial companies have
traditionally been product-focused and largely reliant on legacy
systems and technologies, they are rapidly shifting their focus
to a consumer-first mindset, offering customized and seamless
solutions.
It’s important to highlight that in the Fintech sector, digital
transformation entails far more than the concept behind
digitalization. Companies must continually respond to shifting
client preferences to provide seamless digital experiences
to remain relevant and competent, facing the stiff market
competition head-on.
Fintech companies must keep pace with the current rate of
innovation to stay profitable. The majority of the time, the digital
transformation process is focused on the tools, procedures, and
demands of the employees, but now, it is more than essential to
address the demands of the consumer.
Both, the front-back ends of Fintech enterprises must be
digitalized. Professionals in financial institutions have altered the
way they manage operations and transactions, and customers’
expectations for how they should be received have also evolved.
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The Fintech Industry & Customer Experience

In the financial industry, “customer experience” used to be
equated with “customer service” and “troubleshooting.” It was
just a matter of how kind and responsive the personnel were to
consumers.
The benchmarks have altered and developed dramatically as
services migrate to online web interfaces and applications.
Customer service remains an important part of the total customer
experience, but there are additional considerations.
In modern Fintech, two major criteria determine whether the user
experience is positive or negative: ease of use, ease of access,
and simplicity plays a crucial role here. Financial organizations
may contact their consumers through a variety of channels in the
digital ecosystem, including social media email, websites, and
mobile applications. The more platforms a firm has, the simpler it
is for people to find them.
All that breadth must be balanced with depth concerning user
experience. If it’s a web interface or a mobile app, it must be
visually appealing and provide speedy results. Even modest
delays will result in negative feedback.
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Unrivalled Operational Efficiency

Operational automation has resulted in considerable cost
reductions, which was a persuasive motivation for the financial
sector and banks to digitise. The banking industry, in particular,
has a history of low profitability. From 1990 to the 2000s, cutting
expenses by using new technology was a common strategy in the
banking sector.
While it is still true today, another facet of growing automation
is gaining traction. The majority of the labour-intensive functions
in financial services have been replaced by IT – fraud prevention,
risk analysis, credit scoring - are some examples of where artificial
intelligence’s improved statistical abilities have become useful.
This enables for more optimum utilization of human resources on
key responsibilities. Modern financial services have dramatically
improved their operational efficiency thanks to a data-driven
strategy. According to research, the usage of AI has resulted in
a 20 per cent boost in the efficacy of fraud prevention units in
banking.
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Technologies

Above everything else, the modern client demands a “zero
friction digital experience.” Callers are frequently kept waiting for
hours while using traditional phone support services. Companies
may eliminate the waiting period by using AI chatbots. Human
agents can concentrate on more nuanced challenges while
automated frameworks identify and answer low-level questions.
And it is not only customer service; becoming digital has shifted
customer expectations in a variety of ways. Based on the KYC
procedure, opening an account with a traditional banking
institution can require anywhere from a few days to several weeks,
even a month. Alternatively, opening an account at a digital bank
takes no more than 5 to 7 minutes, at max.
Self-service seems to have become the standard in finance and
banking thanks to AI and automation. Firms may now forecast
client wants and proactively provide choices using AI data
analysis.
This type of improved digital experience (DX) is also the way of
the future in the banking sector. Using enhanced targeting and
segmentation, businesses may offer their consumers everything
from investments to loans, insurance policies, and other banking
services and solutions.
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Digital Transformation & the
Consumer-first Mindset Triumphs

The digital instability of financial services seeks to strengthen
overall service nature and business efficiency by:
•	assisting in the resolving information asymmetry and market
distortion (via big data, AI/ML techniques, and blockchain
technology),
•	providing a consumer-friendly interface and an elevated
level of customer service, and
•	eventually substituting obsolete technology.

As a result, banking will shift to a
platform-based approach centred on
the consumer-first mindset.
Every one of these improvements reveals special problems to
incumbents because they’ll have to refresh their digital platform
(migrating from fairly rigid mainframes to the more versatile
cloud), minimize branch overcapacity in today’s ultra-low profit
environment (especially in parts of the world where legacy
investments must be disposed of), and compete with new
competitors bearing down on the most profitable resources to
reach the new quality of practice and service standard.

About Liferay, Inc.
Liferay makes software that
helps companies create digital
experiences on web, mobile, and
connected devices. Our platform is
open source, which makes it more
reliable, innovative, and secure.
We try to leave a positive mark
on the world through business
and technology. Hundreds of
organizations in financial services,
healthcare, government, insurance,
retail, manufacturing, and multiple
other industries use Liferay. Visit us
at liferay.com.

Incumbents will be forced to restructure, and consolidation will
take place. In addition, incumbents will encounter significant
regulatory inspections and compliance responsibilities, as well as,
the enormous harm to their image caused by the financial crisis
period. They will have to decide to either contest head-to-head or
collaborate with other entrants.
To summarize, regulation must rise to the responsibility of
guaranteeing that the welfare-enhancing disruptive capacity of new
platforms and technologies materializes by provisions to businesses
and consumers while not jeopardizing financial stability.
For all these concepts to materialize, fintech will need a partner
that outlines the roadmap to your digital transformation journey.
Schedule a demo call today if you seek to create a successful
digital transformation journey driving profitable results for you and
your business.

Call us @ (+965) 25 73 37 27 , write at dpsales@dpskw.com, or visit the website dpskw.com for more info.

